Important

- CHSL 2019 will be held as per schedule from 17th March, 2020 to 28th March, 2020 for the candidates of Karnataka - Kerala Region.
- The Biometric Registration will not be done for this exam but thumb impression on Commission’s Copy and Attendance Sheet will be taken.
- Candidates are allowed to wear mask for taking this examination. They must remove it while taking photograph during registration.
- Photograph of candidate will be captured and matched with photos at subsequent stages of recruitment.
- Candidates are allowed to bring the following items for use in the examination:
  
  (1) A hand sanitizer
  (2) A small transparent water bottle
  (3) One transparent ball pen

- The Commission has also issued necessary instructions to its Service Provider for cleaning/sanitizing frequently used objects such as mouse/keyboards/tables/door handles, etc. Before start of each shift of examination in the larger interest of the candidates.